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Abstract A classic community assembly hypothesis is
that all guilds must be represented before additional
species from any given guild enter the community. We
conceptually extend this hypothesis to continuous functional traits, refine the hypothesis with an eco-evolutionary
model of interaction network community assembly, and
compare the resultant continuous trait assembly rule to
empirical data. Our extension of the “guild assembly rule”
to continuous functional traits was rejected, in part,
because the eco-evolutionary model predicted trait assembly to be characterized by the expansion of trait space and
trait/species sorting within trait space. Hence, the guild rule
may not be broadly applicable. A “revised” assembly rule
did, however, emerge from the eco-evolutionary model: as
communities assemble, the range in trait values will
increase to a maximum and then remain relatively constant
irrespective of further changes in species richness. This rule
makes the corollary prediction that the trait range will, on
average, be a saturating function of species richness. To
determine if the assembly rule is at work in natural
communities, we compared this corollary prediction to
empirical data. Consistent with our assembly rule, trait
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“space” (broadly defined) commonly saturates with species
richness. Our assembly rule may thus represent a general
constraint placed on community assembly. In addition,
taxonomic scale similarly influences the predicted and
empirically observed relationship between trait “space”
and richness. Empirical support for the model’s predictions
suggests that studying continuous functional traits in the
context of eco-evolutionary models is a powerful approach
for elucidating general processes of community assembly.
Keywords Community assembly rules . Body size .
Functional diversity . Morphological space .
Nearest-neighbor difference . Adaptive dynamics

Introduction
With the goal of understanding the processes responsible for
the observed distribution and abundance of species, community ecologists have sought rules governing the assembly
and structure of ecological communities. Although discussions of the processes constraining community assembly
date back at least to Clements (1916, 1936) and Gleason
(1917, 1926), Diamond (1975) was the first to coin the term
“community assembly rule.” Diamond (1975) examined
patterns of island communities with respect to coexistence
(and lack thereof) of various bird species. From these
analyses, Diamond (1975) inferred that some combinations
of species are not possible (but see Connor and Simberloff
1979) and referred to these constraints as “community
assembly rules.” This pioneering study stimulated a great
deal of work looking for (and refuting) assembly rules (e.g.,
Adams 2007; Bangert and Whitman 2007; Belyea and
Lancaster 1999; Brown et al. 2002; Connor and Simberloff
1979; Feeley 2003; Fox and Brown 1993; Gotelli and
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McCabe 2002; Piechnik et al. 2008; Stone et al. 1996;
Temperton et al. 2004; Weiher and Keddy 1995, 1999).
In order to elucidate the processes responsible for
community assembly and structure, it is useful to adopt a
functional trait approach to community ecology (Fukami et
al. 2005; Hoeinghaus et al. 2007; Holdaway and Sparrow
2006; McGill et al. 2006; Petchey and Gaston 2002; Weiher
and Keddy 1995). This is because species names alone
provide little information regarding how constituent species
interact to limit or promote the distribution and abundance
of one another (Foote 1997; Roy and Foote 1997; Villeger
and Mouillot 2008; Weiher and Keddy 1995). As pointed
out by Weiher and Keddy (1995), assembly rules based on
species names are likely to become intractably complex
with increasing species richness but rules based on traits
can provide simple broadly applicable statements (e.g., Fox
1987, 1999; Fox and Brown 1993). In turn, the generality
of assembly rules is lost when focusing on species identities
but can potentially be gained with an emphasis on
functional traits (Fukami et al. 2005; McGill et al. 2006).
Embracing the functional approach allowed Fox (1987)
to hypothesize a general guild assembly rule: species are
added to a community from those guilds not represented at
a given time, and only after all guilds are represented do
additional species from any given guild persist in the
community (see also Fox 1989, 1999; Fox and Brown
1993, 1995; Fox and Kirkland 1992). The Fox (1987)
hypothesis has received some support in small mammal
communities (Brown et al. 2000, 2002; Fox 1999; Fox and
Brown 1993, 1995; but see Simberloff et al. 1999; Stone et
al. 1996, 2000). However, testing the Fox hypothesis
requires that species be placed in discrete guilds and, while
this has been a useful starting point, developing community
assembly rules in the context of continuous functional traits
may provide a more quantitative and general approach
(McGill et al. 2006).
Here, we have four primary goals: (1) conceptually
extend the Fox hypothesis to continuous functional traits;
(2) compare the predictions of this conceptual hypothesis
with an eco-evolutionary model of community assembly;
(3) if needed, provide a revised community assembly rule
for continuous functional traits; and (4) compare the
predictions of the revised rule to empirical data.
Extending Fox’s rule to continuous traits
Fox (1987) hypothesized that species are added to a
community first from unrepresented guilds, and after all
guilds are represented additional species can be added
within guilds. Extending this hypothesis to the assembly of
continuous functional traits provides four related predictions. (1) As a community assembles, the range of
functional trait values will increase directly with species
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richness to a maximum and subsequently remain relatively
constant. This prediction is parallel to the guild hypothesis
in that Fox’s hypothesis predicts that the number of guilds
will increase to a maximum. (2) The trait range will
increase strongly with species richness during the early
stage of community assembly, but this relationship will
diminish as community assembly proceeds. Again, this
parallels the guild hypothesis in that Fox’s hypothesis
predicts that only that initial accumulation of species will
result in additional functional groups. (3) As a corollary to
the first two predictions, the trait range is expected to be a
saturating function of species richness but only when
richness is sampled across the majority of its potential
range. (4) The relationship between the nearest-neighbor
trait distance and species richness will initially be relatively
weak, and as community assembly proceeds this relationship will strengthen and become more negative. This fourth
prediction assumes support for our first three predictions:
the trait range will become decoupled from richness as
assembly proceeds such that fluctuations in richness will
lead to the “packing and unpacking” of trait space. This is
in contrast to the alternative scenario whereby increases and
decreases in species richness lead to expansion and
contraction of the trait range, respectively, throughout all
stages of community assembly.
These four predictions suggest how continuous functional traits should assemble within a community if Fox’s
guild assembly rule holds. However, these predictions are
useful primarily as a point of departure. Their utility is
limited because they are based on conceptual intuition
rather than a formal model of community assembly. It is
thus necessary to compare these conceptual predictions to
more rigorous predictions that emerge from an explicit
model of the assembly of continuous functional traits.
Doing so will determine if Fox’s rule is expected to
translate directly to continuous functional traits and, if it
does not translate, allow for a revised continuous trait
assembly rule. The following section describes such a
model.

Eco-evolutionary community assembly
As in Diamond (1975), studies of community assembly
commonly examine patterns of community structure and
infer assembly rules and the processes generating these
rules post hoc. Weiher et al. (1998) captured the
philosophy of this approach and stated that “In order to
find and define any assembly rules for communities, we
must first investigate the patterns among species assemblages.” This “top-down” approach has been useful and has
provided a rich array of hypotheses (e.g., Cody 1999). A
complementary, and potentially useful, “bottom-up”
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approach would make use of theoretical frameworks that
define ecological interactions from organismal-level
processes and that allow for the dynamic diversification/assembly of continuous functional traits. Community
assembly rules would thus be predicted a priori and
emerge through the dynamic interplay of ecological
interactions and phenotypic diversification.
The goal of community ecology in general, and work on
assembly rules in particular, should be to provide a processbased understanding of community assembly and structure.
A “bottom-up” approach, as described above, can help
elucidate key processes and is thus a necessary component
of assembly rule research. Eco-evolutionary models (e.g.,
Doebeli and Dieckmann 2000; Ferriere et al. 2002, 2004)
provide one approach for realizing this “bottom-up”
approach. These models describe the influence of functional traits on organismal-level processes such that
community-level patterns emerge as a consequence of
dynamic feedbacks between ecological interactions, the
evolution of novel phenotypes, and ecosystem context
(Fussmann et al. 2007).
Although evolution is not addressed in some community assembly research (e.g., Weiher and Keddy 1999;
but see Foote 1997; Urban et al. 2008), the structure of
natural communities emerges from the combined effects of
ecological and evolutionary processes and historical
contingencies (Brooks and Wiley 1988; Drake 1990a, b;
Drake et al. 1996; Lawler 1993; Roughgarden 1989). In
addition, experimental studies have demonstrated that
evolution works on timescales relevant to ecological
phenomena, including community structure (Bohannan
and Lenski 2000; Hairston et al. 2005, 2007; Thompson
1998; Venail et al. 2008; Yoshida et al. 2007; also see
discussions in Ricklefs 2007). Eco-evolutionary models
allow the combined influences of ecology, evolution,
history, and ecosystem context to dynamically emerge as
model communities assemble. Pursuing eco-evolutionary
models will thus help extend community assembly theory
beyond the influence of biotic and abiotic “filters” (Poff
1997) to also include the dynamic interplay between these
filters and the selective pressures they place on organismal
functional traits. This class of model therefore provides a
powerful theoretical framework for generating a priori
expectations for community assembly rules.
Here, we use a modified version of an eco-evolutionary
model of size-structured interaction webs (Loeuille and
Loreau 2005, 2006). Using this model, we provide
predictions for the temporal dynamics of functional trait
assembly within communities. These predictions are first
compared to the conceptual predictions outlined in the
previous section. We subsequently use the eco-evolutionary
predictions to define a revised community assembly rule for
continuous functional traits and compare empirical data to
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the predicted relationships between the trait range and
species richness. More generally, we aim to develop
theoretical expectations for how functional traits are
“packed” as communities assemble through ecological and
evolutionary time. Doing so will further elucidate how
organismal-level processes influence functional trait assembly which may, in turn, allow more informed predictions for
the response of communities to environmental change.
Model description
We built upon and modified a recently published ecoevolutionary model (Loeuille and Loreau 2005, 2006) to
evolve dynamic interaction networks. In the model,
species interactions are defined as functions of species’
body sizes and body size is allowed to evolve. In turn, the
assembly of whole communities can be followed from a
single consumer to complex species-rich networks. No
direct constraints are placed on community assembly or
structure. Rather, these are emergent properties of a given
community that result from dynamic feedbacks between
inter- and intra-specific competition (exploitative and
interference), inter-specific trophic interactions, and consumption of and recycling into an inorganic nutrient pool.
The model represents a significant advance over previous
interaction network models, which are too complex to
allow inference (e.g., McKane 2004) or do not explicitly
define organismal functional traits (e.g., Cattin et al. 2004;
Cohen et al. 1990; McKane and Drossel 2006; Williams
and Martinez 2000). Furthermore, the model allows for
biotic modification of a community’s niche structure and,
in turn, allows biotic modification to drive community
assembly (Glasser 1982).
In the model, feeding rate is determined, in part, by a
Gaussian feeding function defined by the difference
between predator and prey body sizes (Suppl. Fig. 1). For
a given predator body size, there is an optimal prey body
size around which feeding rate declines: a concept
consistent with empirical data and other trophic models
(Andersen and Beyer 2006; Cozar et al. 2008; Loeuille and
Loreau 2005, 2006; Sala and Graham 2002). In addition,
mass-specific feeding rate has been shown to scale with
body size to the −0.25 power (Hansen et al. 1997; Moloney
and Field 1989; Peters 1983). Feeding rate is thus modeled
as a function
of predator, Mi, and prey, Mj, body sizes:


f Mi ; Mj ¼ f0 Mi0:25 s1 ð2pÞ0:5 exp ðMi  Mj  dÞ2 s2 .
Here, f0 is a constant independent of body size; s is the
standard deviation of the Gaussian function, and d is the
optimal predator–prey body size difference (Suppl. Fig. 1).
Intrinsic, mass-specific mortality has likewise been shown
to scale with body size such that: mðMi Þ ¼ m0 Mi0:25 ,
where m0 is a constant independent of body size (Savage
et al. 2004).
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In addition to exploitative competition, which emerges in
the model due to population dynamics and resource
consumption, interference competition is an important
aspect of trophic dynamics (Skalski and Gilliam 2001).
Interference competition is modeled following Loeuille and
Loreau (2005, 2006) as a truncated uniform distribution




 if Mi  Mj  > b :::0


such that: a Mi ; Mj ¼ 
. Similarly
if Mi  Mj  < b :::a0
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sized species are assumed more likely to interfere such that
β is the threshold body size difference beyond which
species i and j do not interfere and α0 is the mass-specific
rate of interference.
Species are modeled as pools of biomass and, for an
increasing order of body sizes, where basal nutrients are
denoted with a subscript 0, change in the biomass of
species i is given as:

i1 
n
n
X
X
X





dNi
¼ Ni "
f Mi ; Mj Nj  mðMi Þ 
a Mi ; Mj Nj 
f Mj ; Mi Nj
dt
j¼0
j¼1
j¼iþ1

Only a fraction of consumed biomass is assimilated (ε) and
this is assumed constant with respect to body size (Peters
1983). The nutrient pool increases due to nutrients entering
the system at a constant rate (I) and as a proportion (ν) of

!

recycled nutrients from mortality and inefficient feeding.
Nutrients leave the system at a mass-specific rate (y) and
decline due to direct consumption. Change in nutrient
biomass is thus given as:

n X
i1 
n
n X
n
X
X
X



dN0
¼ I  N0 y þ v ð1  "Þ
f Mi ; Mj Ni Nj þ
mðMi ÞNi þ
a Mi ; Mj Ni Nj
dt
i¼1 j¼0
i¼1
i¼1 j¼1

Novel body sizes enter the interaction network via
mutation. Mass-specific mutation rate is assumed to scale
with body mass to the −0.25 power (Gillooly et al. 2005,
2007). Realized mutation rate for species i is thus given as:
λi = Niλ0Mi−1/4, where λ0 is a normalization constant
independent of body size. The value λ0 was chosen to give
a mutation probability of 10−4 for a body size of 5 kg; the
approximate median body size of interaction webs evolved
under a body-size-independent mutation probability of
10−4. As in Loeuille and Loreau (2005, 2006), mutations
were assumed to result in small changes in body size such
that a mutant’s body size was taken as a proportion, drawn
from a uniform distribution between 0.8 and 1.2, of its
ancestor’s body size. Other parameters were set to values
similar to those producing realistic interaction webs in
Loeuille and Loreau (2005, 2006; Table 1).
Sensitivity analyses were performed on the two parameters shown to strongly affect interaction web structure in
Loeuille and Loreau (2005, 2006): the strength of interference competition and niche breadth (s2/d). In particular, these
parameters strongly influence patterns of trait packing (see
Fig. 2 in Loeuille and Loreau 2005). Three replicates were
run for each of the four combinations of the maximum and
minimum interference competition and niche width parameter values. Additional sensitivity analyses were performed
across a range of nutrient influx rates (Table 1) as Loeuille
and Loreau (2005) found this parameter to affect the
maximum body size and species richness. Nutrient influx

!


n
X

f ðMi ; M0 ÞNi N0

i¼1

rate sensitivity analyses were run with α0 =0.1 and s=1.
Model simulations were run in the program R (http://www.rproject.org/) for ten million time steps. This was sufficient
time for interaction web species richness to reach a dynamic
equilibrium across all parameter values (Suppl. Fig. 2).
However, results are presented up to two million time steps
to allow visualization of the early stages of community
assembly, and patterns did not vary greatly beyond two
million time steps.
Model analysis
Interaction networks were initialized with a single consumer
(body size=2 kg) and an initial nutrient pool (body size=
0 kg). Consumer body size evolution and speciation
proceeds via a mutation-selection process whereby novel
mutants have either a negative population growth rate and
immediately go extinct or increase and remain in the system
as a new species. The fitness landscape, and thus population
growth and speciation, is determined by the current species
assemblage and population sizes and varies through time due
to speciation and extinction. Established species are assumed
to go extinct if their population size falls below a minimum
threshold (1e−20), which is equal to the population biomass
of a new mutant. Hence, a dynamic speciation–extinction
process emerges that is dependent on the contribution of
novel phenotypes and temporal variation in the ecological
context of the evolving interaction network.
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Table 1 Parameter values used in model simulations
Parameter

Description

Value (units)

λo
v
y
I

Mutation rate normalization
Ecosystem nutrient retention efficiency
Nutrient loss rate
Nutrient influx rate

β
αo
mo
fo
s
d
ε

Interference competition max. body size difference
Interference competition rate constant
Mortality rate normalization
Feeding rate normalization
Feeding function standard deviation
Optimal body size difference
Assimilation efficiency

0.00015 (mutation × mass−3/4 × time−1)
0.5 (unitless)
0.1 (time−1)
0.71, 1.15, 1.83, 2.85, 4.4, 6.68, 10.0, 14.79,
or 21.6 (mass × time−1)
0.25 (mass)
0.1, 0.3, or 0.5 (time−1)
0.1 (mass0.25 time−1)
1.189 (mass0.25 time−1)
1, 2.25, or 3.16 (mass)
2 (mass)
0.25 (unitless)

These evolving interaction webs were sampled every 1,000
time steps and for each sample, species richness, the range in
body sizes, and mean nearest-neighbor body size difference
were calculated. Species richness was taken as the number of
unique body sizes in the community. The range in body sizes
was the difference between maximum and minimum sizes.
Mean nearest-neighbor difference was found by first finding
the minimum body size difference between each species and
all other species in the community. The mean value of these
minima was then taken as mean nearest-neighbor difference.
This provides a continuous metric of trait “packing” such that
smaller values indicate tighter “packing” of body sizes and
thus great functional similarity.

linear slope of the regression relating the trait range to
species richness, within a given time window, declined
through time (Fig. 2a). This pattern was generally
consistent across all combinations of interference competition and niche breadth and across all rates of nutrient
influx (Suppl. Fig. 3). There were, however, important
departures from the expectation that the slope would
consistently decline towards zero as community assembly
progressed. In some cases, the slope declined and
subsequently increased and in other cases relatively steep
negative slopes emerged. Nonetheless, the slope always
converged towards zero as community assembly progressed (Fig. 2a, Suppl. Fig. 3).

Comparing conceptual and eco-evolutionary predictions
Consistent with the first prediction of our conceptual
continuous trait extension of Fox’s assembly rule, across all
combinations of interference competition and niche breadth
and across all rates of nutrient influx, body size range first
increased and abruptly reached a relatively consistent
maximum (Fig. 1; Suppl. Fig. 2). The eco-evolutionary
model also predicts maximum body size range to be larger
when interference competition is weaker, niche breadth is
broader, and nutrient influx is greater (Suppl. Fig. 2). Species
richness similarly increased through time, but reached a
“dynamic equilibrium” rather than a consistent maximum
(Fig. 1). Richness during the dynamic equilibrium phase
increased with niche breadth and nutrient influx, but
interference competition had a relatively small and inconsistent effect (Suppl. Fig. 2).
Consistent with the second prediction of our conceptual assembly rule, the trait range initially increased with
species richness and this relationship diminished as
community assembly progressed. More specifically, the

Fig. 1 Temporal dynamics of body size range (dashed), species
richness (solid black), and mean nearest-neighbor body size distance
(gray). Note that species richness and nearest-neighbor distance
appear to be “mirror images” of each other after the body size range
has reached its maximum. All three metrics were normalized to their
maximum values for visualization. Parameter values as in Table 1, and
α0 =0.5; s=3.16
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The final prediction of our conceptual assembly rule
states that the relationship between the nearest-neighbor
trait distance and species richness will initially be
relatively weak and that this relationship will become
more negative as assembly proceeds. Patterns emerging
from our eco-evolutionary model are roughly consistent
with this prediction (Fig. 3). A consistent temporal decline
in the nearest neighbor–richness slope did not, however,
emerge across our sensitivity analyses (Suppl. Fig. 5). The
emergent temporal patterns of the nearest neighbor–
richness slope are thus inconsistent with our continuous
trait assembly rule.

A revised continuous trait assembly rule

Fig. 2 a Ordinary least squares slope for the regression between the
body size range and species richness within a continuously moving
window of 500,000 time steps. The choice of window size is
somewhat arbitrary, and shorter or longer windows produce less or
more smooth temporal trajectories. Lines represent the mean slope
within a given time window for three replicates of each parameter
combination: solid black (α0 =0.5, s=3.16); solid gray (α0 =0.1, s=
3.16); dashed black (α0 =0.5, s=1); dashed gray (α0 =0.1, s=1).
Regressions were not conducted if the richness range within a time
window was less than four, and relatively large regions of interpolation were removed from the figure; b individual data points are the
mean body size range for a given species richness within a given
parameter combination and are based on three replicates for each
parameter combination. Lines represent two standard deviations above
the mean size range. Parameter combinations are the same as in part a,
where open symbols correspond to dashed lines

When evaluated across the entire range of species richness
observed within a community, instead of through time, the trait
range was a saturating function of species richness (Fig. 2b).
This saturating pattern emerged across all combinations of
niche breadth and interference competition and across all
nutrient influx rates (Suppl. Fig. 4) and was consistent with
the third prediction of our continuous trait assembly rule.
However, there was a variation in the trait range for a given
value of species richness (Fig. 2b), which was not expected
and was inconsistent with our assembly rule.

Patterns that emerged from the eco-evolutionary model
of community assembly are not entirely consistent with
the predictions made by our conceptual extension of
Fox’s guild assembly rule. Specific departures include
(1) temporal fluctuations in the slope relating the trait
range to species richness; (2) variation in the trait range
for a given level of richness; and (3) temporal
fluctuations in the slope relating nearest-neighbor trait
distance to richness. These departures are significant
enough that we reject our extension of Fox’s assembly
rule, and we construct a new assembly rule from the
most consistent patterns that emerged from our ecoevolutionary model.

Fig. 3 Ordinary least squares slope for the regression between the
nearest-neighbor body size distance and species richness within a
continuously moving window of 500,000 time steps. Lines represent
the mean slope within a given time window for three replicates of each
parameter combination. Line types correspond to parameters as in
Fig. 2. Regressions were not conducted if the richness range within a
time window was less than four, and relatively large regions of
interpolation were removed from the figure
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The most consistent pattern of assembly that emerged
from the eco-evolutionary model was the initial increase
and subsequent plateau of the trait range. Our revised
assembly rule is thus: the assembly of continuous functional traits should be characterized initially by a general
increase in the trait range, followed by a period of transition
whereby the trait range may increase in relatively discrete
steps, and upon reaching a maximum the trait range will
remain relatively constant irrespective of further fluctuations in species richness. This is similar to the first
prediction of our conceptual assembly rule but allows for
departures from a strict relationship between the trait range
and species richness during community assembly. This
allows for expansion of the trait range or trait packing
within the trait range at any point in time. Our assembly
rule thus predicts that on average the trait range will be a
saturating function of species richness and that variation
around this relationship is likely (e.g., Fig. 2b). Empirical
data characterized by a saturating relationship between the
trait range, or morphological space, diversity, etc., would
thus provide indirect support for our eco-evolutionary
continuous trait assembly rule.
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To demonstrate the likelihood of observing linear and
null trait range–richness relationships, we found, within
model communities, the species richness at which the trait
range was maximized and split trait range and richness data
into those below and above this richness value. Regressing
the trait range against richness within each data group
shows strongly linear and extremely weak relationships for
values below and above the richness value corresponding to
the maximum trait range, respectively (Fig. 4). The mean
regression slope and R2 values for these two data groups
across our sensitivity analyses were, respectively, 0.34 and
0.87 for values below and 0.026 and 0.067 for values above
the richness value corresponding to the maximum trait
range. Our eco-evolutionary assembly rule is thus at least
consistent with saturating, linear, and null empirical
relationships between the trait range and species richness.
Our eco-evolutionary model predicts saturating, linear,
and null relationships between the trait range and richness
depending on whether or not the trait range is maximized

Empirical trait range–richness relationships
To test our continuous trait assembly rule, we next compare
empirical data to the prediction that trait space will be a
saturating function of species richness. Before discussing
the empirical data, it is important to note that for the current
purposes we consider measures of trait or morphological
range, space, volume, diversity, etc. to be conceptually
consistent with each other and we generally use these terms
interchangeably.
A number of empirical studies have examined the
relationship between the range in morphological space
and species richness, thus allowing for an indirect comparison of our eco-evolutionary assembly rule to empirical
data. The range in morphological space occupied by
functional traits has been observed to be uncorrelated with
(Foote 1993; Weiher et al. 1998), to increase with
(Cornwell et al. 2006; Petchey et al. 2007; Ricklefs and
Miles 1994), or to saturate with species or taxonomic
richness (McClain et al. 2004; Roy et al. 2001). While
appearing divergent, these empirical patterns may be
consistent with each other and our eco-evolutionary
assembly rule. Saturating relationships between the trait
range and richness consistently emerged from our ecoevolutionary model (Fig. 2b, Suppl. Fig. 4) such that
linear and null relationships are likely under our assembly
rule if species richness is sampled only below or above,
respectively, the richness at which the trait range is
maximized.

Fig. 4 Body size range as a function of species richness for α0 =0.5
and s=3.16. The data are split between those below (a) and equal to or
above (b) the maximum size range. The solid line in a is the ordinary
least squares regression line. No regression line is provided in b: the
regression was not significant (p>0.05)
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across the sampled range of species richness. A detailed
investigation of published empirical datasets provides
general support for this prediction. Ricklefs and Miles
(1994) examined a number of studies that related various
measures of morphological space or diversity to species
richness. These authors concluded that there is a general
increase in morphological space with species richness but
did not examine the form of this relationship. We collated
data from the studies cited in Ricklefs and Miles (1994) and
examined the form of the morphological space–richness
relationship for each study. There is a broad range in the
quality and applicability of data in these empirical studies
and we do not address seven of the 13 cited studies. We
excluded these seven studies because they were not
accessible; they provided very few data points (<5); the
species richness range was five or less, and/or they did not
provide specific data on morphological range, space, etc.
We did, however, augment the studies cited in Ricklefs and
Miles (1994) with six additional studies.
Travis and Ricklefs (1983) was the only study cited in
Ricklefs and Miles (1994) that provided a relatively large
number of data points that evenly sampled a relatively large
species richness range. Data from Travis and Ricklefs
(1983) are consistent with our assembly rule such that
morphological volume saturated with increasing species
richness (Fig. 5). The other five studies cited in Ricklefs
and Miles (1994) are less than ideal as they have few data
points (~5) and/or provide no data across the middle or high
ends of the range in species richness (Suppl. Fig. 6).
Nonetheless, Suppl. Fig. 6 provides plots of morphological
range, volume, etc. against species richness from four of the
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studies and Foote (1993). In general, saturating functions
are commonly observed (e.g., Findley 1976; Roy et al.
2001; McClain et al. 2004) and linear relationships are
observed when maximum species richness is relatively
small (e.g., Ricklefs and Travis 1980; Cornwell et al. 2006)
or when the middle range of species richness is not sampled
(e.g., Blondel et al. 1984). Winemiller (1991) and Petchey
et al. (2007) provide an exception: non-saturating morphological/functional space/diversity–richness relationships
across relatively broad and uniformly sampled ranges of
species richness. This departure may be due to sampling:
Winemiller (1991) and Petchey et al. (2007) sampled
species across multiple orders. In contrast, data from Travis
and Ricklefs (1983) are constrained to passerine birds and
are characterized by a saturating function.
Empirical patterns suggest that our model should predict a
linear relationship between morphological space and species
richness when species are sampled across relatively divergent taxonomic groups. A potentially analogous scenario in
the context of the eco-evolutionary model would be to
analyze the trait range–richness relationship across model
communities that differ in organismal trait values. Consistent
with empirical patterns, the model predicts a non-saturating
function between the trait range and species richness among
communities that differ in organismal trait values (Fig. 6).
We suggest that nearly all empirical patterns examined to
this point are generally consistent with the predictions of
the eco-evolutionary model and thus our continuous trait
community assembly rule. However, in plant communities,
Weiher et al. (1998) found no relationship between
morphological space and species richness even though
their species richness range (~2–19) was well sampled.
These authors suggested that a null relationship might have
resulted because they examined plant communities whereas
studies prior to Weiher et al. (1998) had examined animal
communities. However, Cornwell et al. (2006) demonstrated a positive relationship between morphological volume
and species richness across plant communities. Our ecoevolutionary model is based on trophic interactions and thus
applies most directly to animal communities. The departure
from our model’s predictions in Weiher et al. (1998) and the
lack of consistent patterns between Weiher et al. (1998) and
Cornwell et al. (2006) suggest that plant-specific theoretical
work is needed in the context of trait assembly.

Discussion
Fig. 5 Empirical data from Travis and Ricklefs (1983) relating
community morphological “volume” to species richness. The morphological volume metric used was “…the geometric average distance
across the morphological space occupied by a community…” See
Travis and Ricklefs (1983) for additional details. The solid line
represents a smoothed curve fit to the data

Attempts to develop community assembly rules often
describe an empirical system at one point in time and
define assembly rules post hoc in terms of species names or
sometimes functional guilds (see Weiher and Keddy 1999;
Temperton et al. 2004). While useful within narrowly
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Fig. 6 The body size range as a function of species richness at the end
of community assembly (i.e., at time step 10,000,000). Each data point
is a single community representing a unique combination of α0 and s,
where α0 is equal to 0.1, 0.3, or 0.5 and s is equal to 1, 2.25, or 3.16.
Given the difference in organismal trait values, this analysis is more
closely aligned to empirical studies that sample species relatively
broadly in terms of taxonomy (e.g., across multiple orders)

defined systems, this approach limits the generality of
assembly rules. More generalized and dynamic assembly
rules are needed for broad understanding of biological
systems and for applied issues such as the restoration of
ecological communities (Temperton and Hobbs 2004).
Here, we have worked towards more general assembly
rules by focusing on the dynamic assembly of a continuous
functional trait, body size, in the context of an ecoevolutionary model built from organismal-level processes.
We began by conceptually deriving predictions for the
assembly of continuous functional traits from Fox’s (1987)
guild assembly rule. We subsequently used an ecoevolutionary model of community assembly to rigorously
distill these conceptual predictions into an a priori
continuous functional trait assembly rule. This predicted
assembly rule was then compared to empirical patterns of
community functional trait composition.
Our extension of Fox’s (1987) assembly rule provided
conceptual predictions for the interrelationships between
species richness, the range in trait values, and nearestneighbor trait distance. These predictions were commonly
upheld across our sensitivity analyses, but a number of
important departures emerged. For example, variation in the
trait range was observed for any given value of species
richness. This variation rejects our conceptual extension of
Fox’s hypothesis because it shows that functional traits can
be added to the periphery of or packed and unpacked within
trait space at any given time. The only prediction that was
consistently upheld was the temporal increase in the trait
range to a maximum that subsequently remained relatively
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constant (Fig. 1, Suppl. Fig. 2). We subsequently tested this
assembly rule by noting a corollary prediction: the trait
range is a saturating function of species richness (Fig. 2b,
Supp. Fig. 4). This corollary prediction was generally
supported empirically, with important departures observed
in plant communities and for analyses that sampled across
relatively broad taxonomic groups (e.g., across multiple
bird orders). In turn, we extended predictions of the ecoevolutionary model to more closely address studies that use
broader taxonomic sampling. In this extended case, the
prediction of our model again matched the empirical
relationship between morphological space, diversity, etc.
and species richness (Fig. 6).
Predictions arising from the eco-evolutionary model
appear to be broadly consistent with empirical communities. We suggest that our community assembly rule may
thus be a general rule across animal communities that are
relatively constrained taxonomically. The degree of sampled taxonomic or phylogenetic “breadth” beyond which
the expected relationship between morphological space and
richness transitions from saturating to linear is, however,
not clear. Future studies that couple theoretical and
empirical analyses to predict/quantify the taxonomic-scale
dependence of trait assembly will be useful in further
generalizing our assembly rule.
To this point, we have addressed community assembly in
the context of Fox’s assembly rule, but the eco-evolutionary
model makes additional predictions that go beyond our
extension of Fox’s rule. The model predicts that greater
resource supply, broader consumer niche breadth, and
weaker interference competition allow a larger trait range
(Suppl. Fig. 4). Loeuille and Loreau (2005) similarly
showed that maximum body size increases with production
efficiency and nutrient supply. A broader consumer niche
causes lower feeding rates and a flatter feeding function
(Suppl. Fig. 1). The broadest trait ranges are thus predicted
to emerge when resource supply is highest, ecological
interactions (trophic and competitive) are weakest, and
when organisms are the most ecologically similar to each
other. Thus, the more productive and closer a community is
to being “neutral” (sensu Bell 2000, 2001; Hubbell 2001,
2006), the broader the functional trait range should be. If
supported empirically, a relationship between morphological space and the relative influence of neutral/stochastic
processes (e.g., Gravel et al. 2006; Chase 2007) may
provide a tool through which underlying community-level
processes can be inferred.
In conclusion, we have provided theoretical predictions
for how functional traits are assembled as communities
emerge through ecological and evolutionary time and
provided a general community assembly rule for continuous functional traits. As communities assemble, the
functional trait range, space, volume, diversity, etc. are
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expected to increase, reach a maximum, and subsequently
remain relatively constant even if species richness continues to increase or fluctuate. This assembly rule is supported
indirectly through empirical analyses of the relationship
between morphological space, diversity, etc. and species
richness and may thus be a general assembly rule across
animal communities.
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